
ABOUT

I graduated from The Animation Workshop, Viborg in January 2021 and 
have been working in the animation industry ever since. I have been a 
freelancing illustrator and comic book artist/writer for the past 5 years and 
have worked in a variety of fields from animation, to storyboarding for 
opera, to illustration, to graphic design and comics.

 
I am an avid fan of all forms of storytelling, from movies to video games to 
roleplays.

WORK EXPERIENCE 
 
Hydralab 
(January 2022 -September 2022) 
 
I’m currently working as a Previz artist on a 3D tv series called Team Nuggets 
for children ages 7-9. This tv series is being made in cooperation with 
French studio In the Box and being produced by Sparre Productions.   
 
Wil Film 
(March 2021-December 2021) 
 
I worked as a Junior Previz artist on 2 Playmobil 3D tv series, Novelmore and 
Adventures of Ayuma. I interpreted and improved upon the boards, did the 
rough blocking stage of animation, updated the XML and animated camera 
moves. 
 
Ouros Studio 
(August 2020-November 2020) 
 
I interned as a storyboard artist and animatic editor. I boarded episode for 
their TV series “Hygge,” and created a 5 minute animatic for a section for 
their feature film to be used as a teaser to pitch at forums. 
 
RIOT5, Bachelor film, The Animation Workshop 
(August 2019 - June 2020)

I worked as one of the primary storyboard artists and boarded the majority 
of the title sequence and also as editor, putting together the animatic and 
the final animation together while keeping an eye on the coherency and 
consistency of the entire project. I also animated several of the scenes (2D) 
and acted as clean up lead, managing the whole team and additional help 
while keeping to the deadlines and ensuring consistent quality that kept to 
the style guide. 
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SKILLS

3D LAYOUT

STORYBOARDING

EDITING

ILLUSTRATION

COMICS

APPLICATIONS

MAYA

PHOTOSHOP

TVPAINT

STORYBOARD PRO

PREMIERE 

DA VINCI RESOLVE



“All Up in your Business,”; EDRi 
(December 2018- May 2019)

I was director for a team of 8 people, where we took this project from 
concept to final product for a Belgium-based NGO concerned with 
digital rights. The project was a 30 seconed long 3D advertisement about 
companies invading people’s digital privacy.  I also animated on the project 
and the previz. It was selected for the ArtFutura 2019-2020 festival.

AIDA 2018, directed by Opera Spanga 
(March 2016- May 2016)

I was a storyboard artist for the opera AIDA, directed by Opera Spanga for 
Valletta2018.

EDUCATION

BA in Character Animation, The Animation Workshop, VIA University 
College, Viborg, Denmark.

Diploma in Design Foundation Studies, University of Malta, Malta.

PUBLISHED CREDITS

Dates 2 and 3- Kickstarter funded Anthology (PRISM Award)
Going Steady- POME Press, Kickstarter funded Anthology 
Wayward Sisters - Kickstarter funded Anthology (IGNATZ award nominee) 
(Joe Shuster Gene Day 2019 award winner)
Groupchat - POME Press, Kickstarter funded Anthology (PRISM Award)
D&Doodles - Independent Press 
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